The algebraic structure of a Hopf algebra over a field was established by A. Borel [l] (see Théorème 6.1). The theorem asserts that if a Hopf algebra is finitely generated in each dimension and the field is perfect then it is algebraically isomorphic to a tensor product of monogenic exterior and polynomial algebras (the latter possibly truncated if the characteristic is prime). Under more restrictive assumptions a similar structure theorem is proved in [5] (see Theorem 7.13) in the case where the field is replaced by an integral domain. In this note we shall make use of the latter theorem in the case where the Hopf algebra has a system of divided powers and then apply the result to ii-spaces.
1. Twisted and divided powers. Throughout, / will denote a principal ideal domain. Let H be a (unitary) /-module. An element x£ii is divisible by a£/, a^O, if there is an element y<E.H such that ay = x; if x is divisible only by units in J we say x is a divided element. A greatest divisor of x is an element g(x)£/ which divides x and has the property: if a(E.J divides x then a divides g (x) . If g (x) and g' (x) are greatest divisors of x, then g(x) = ag'{x), g'(x) = a'g{x), a, a' G /' from which it follows that (aa'-l)g(x) =0. Since J has no zero divisors, a and a' are units. Thus g (x) is unique to within unit factors. Proof, (a) The uniqueness follows at once from the preceding discussion. Let X5¿0; we may write x= £<x¡X;, a^O, where the x¿ are elements of a basis for H. Factoring out the greatest common divisor of the a¿ we obtain a representation (1.1). (1.1) for x, we see that g(x) =bc for some c in J. Then b(cx -y) =0, from which ex -y and hence c is a unit. Thus & is a greatest divisor of x.
Now assume H is a /-algebra with a unit 1. We recall that the height of a nonzero element u is the least integer h(u) ^2 such that ma(u) _o. If no such integer exists we define Ä(w) = ». If J? is graded and anticommutative and « is a homogeneous element not in the center of H, then u must have odd degree and J characteristic not 2.
It follows that h(u) = 2.
By a sequence of twisted powers for x(£H we shall mean a sequence of linearly independent divided elements {x[mI, 0^m<h ( Proof. For each m, 0^m<h (x) , choose a representation (1.2) with (1.3) holding (any two such representations differ by unit factors). Since H is graded it is clear that the x[ml are linearly independent. Now let 0^r<h(x), 0^s<h (x) , and r-\-s = m; then
If m^.h(x) then xm = 0; hence, it follows that x[r]x[8l=0. Suppose m<h (x) .
Comparing (1.7) with (1.2) we see that g(xr)g(xs) must divide g(x'n) and (1.5) follows.
The sequence i(x) = {¿r,s(x)} is determined to within unit factors and will be called the type of x. The subalgebra is said to be pseudogenerated by x and is clearly independent of the choice of twisted powers; we shall denote it by J[x, h(x), t(x)]. We make the following observations :
(i) If tr,s(x) is a unit for all r+s<h (x) we say x is of ordinary type. We may evidently choose xlm] =x"i, and hence
(ii) If tr,s(x) =ar,s-(r, s) for r-\-s<h (x) , where the ar,» are units in / and {r, s) denotes the binomial coefficient {r-\-s)\/r\s\ we shall say that x is of binomial type. We may adjust the choices of the twisted powers so that ar,,= l. From (1.6) it then follows that we may rewrite (1.2) as
In analogy with (1.8) we shall write
(iii) More generally, if tr,,(x) divides (r, s) for all r+s<h(x) we shall say that x is of pseudobinomial type.
Remarks. If h(x) = 2 then J[x, h{x), t (x) ] is the monogenic exterior algebra A/0*0 and, moreover, is both of ordinary and binomial type.
Let J have prime characteristic p. If x is of binomial type then (1.2)' implies that h(x) ^p. If x is of pseudobinomial type and h(x) =p then x is of both ordinary and binomial type (this follows from the fact that (r, s) is a unit if r-\-s<p).
Let H be a /-module. If X is a subset of H, by its rational closure I X| we shall mean the set of all y<EiHsuch that ayÇJ for some nonzero a<EJ. Clearly, XC | X\, and XQX' implies | X| C | X'\. Moreover, if X is a submodule then so is \X\. The following general lemma is readily proved:
Lemma. Let H be a free finitely generated J-module. A submodule G(ZH is a direct summand if and only if G = | G\.
Let H be an /-algebra. Let P(X) denote the subalgebra generated by the elements of X ; then | P (X) | is a subalgebra of H. I f H = | P (X) \ we call X a system of pseudogenerators for H; it is a minimal system if x<í | P(Z{x})\ for all x G X.
If the inclusion i: X-+H induces an algebra monomorphism
we say that X is a special system. If H is graded, the elements of X are required to be homogeneous.
(Note that over a field the concepts of generating and pseudogenerating systems coincide.) A graded module is said to be of finite type if each homogeneous submodule is finitely generated. [x, h(x), t(x)] is a direct summand of H®H.
Let H be a graded anticommutative /-algebra with the property that h(x) = 2 if x has odd degree. Then H is said to possess a system of divided powers [3, Exposé 7] if to each element x of positive even degree there corresponds a sequence of elements ym (x) EH(m = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • ) such that: 
An element x is said to be primitive if A(x)=A'(x).
The subset of primitive elements is a submodule which we denote by xo. Let x denote the subalgebra generated by the primitive elements; then H is called a primitive Hopf algebra if H= |x|. We shall make use of the following theorems: One checks readily that {K®H, AK) is a Hopf algebra over K. We note:
(i) K®tto is its primitive subspace.
(ii) X®x is its primitive subalgebra.
(iii) K®H is primitive if and only if H is primitive. Since II is torsion-free it follows from (2.2) that a®u is primitive if and only if u is primitive and hence (i) is clear, (ii) is obvious in view of (i). To prove (iii) note that i£®|x| =K®ir.
Thus if H is primitive we have Proof. Suppose H is isomorphic to such a tensor product. If only one pseudogenerator x = x\ occurs, define ym(x) =x[mI; if more than one occurs then the existence of a system of divided powers follows from Theorem 2 in [2] .
Conversely, suppose H possesses a system of divided powers. We first show that the primitive submodule x0 is a direct summand. Let uÇlH and o£J, a^O, be such that ümGto. Then
Since H is torsion-free, it follows that A(u)-A'(w) =0, that is, mGto-Thus xo is rationally closed and hence a direct summand.
Choose a basis X= {1, xi, x2, • • • , *,-, • • • } for x0 with each Xi homogeneous. We assert that the divided elements Xi are of binomial type. Choose a sequence of twisted powers for x¡. By the remark following (1.15) we know that if rJrs<hi then (r, s) divides tr,s(xi). The converse is a consequence of Proposition 2.1, and the assertion is proved. It remains only to show that the sequence X is a special system of pseudogenerators in order to apply Theorem C and complete the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Let K be the quotient field of / and consider the Hopf algebra EDWARD HALPERN
[August (K®H, Ar) defined above. As a consequence of (i), (ii), and (iii) we know that it is primitive and that the sequence
is a basis for K®ir0 and a system of generators for K®ir. We shall prove that it is minimal. Assume that the corresponding sequence of degrees of the x¿ is nondecreasing.
We proceed by induction on i. Let i > 1 and assume But this contradicts the fact that X is a basis for K<S>ttq. This completes the induction and the proof of minimality. Consider the commutative diagram
where the vertical maps are the algebra monomorphisms induced by the injections u->\®u, and the horizontal maps are induced by inclusions. By Theorem A, k is an algebra isomorphism; hence j is a monomorphism and the sequence J is a special system of pseudogenerators for H. Theorem 2.2 thus follows from Theorem C.
We have the following application to ii-spaces: For the sake of completeness we state the following theorem which follows from Theorem 2. where fíG2 is the loop space over the exceptional Lie group G2 (see [2, p. 60] ). It is readliy seen that the formulas
